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An Ottoman Gazãnãme on JJalil Pa§a's 
Naval Campaign against the Cossacks (1621) 

VICTOR OSTAPCHUK 

The gazãnãme ("a writing on holy war")1 genre held a prominent place in 
Ottoman literary culture. As matter of course, sultans and pashas con- 
tracted men of letters to extol their military exploits in usually high-flown, 
epic poems or rhymed-prose (sej') pieces. Little is known of gazãnãmes on 
the Ottoman struggle with the Cossacks, who in the first half of the seven- 
teenth century brought devastation to all shores of the Black Sea. Unlike 
the typical gaza, in which the forces of Islam were on the offensive against 
the infidel, expanding the boundaries of the dãru'1-hlãm or "abode of 
Islam" at the expense of the dãrii'1-harb or "abode of war," in the Black Sea 
the Ottomans were engaged in a war to protect the realm of Islam against 
the infidel.2 Perhaps the defensive predicament of the Ottomans in the 
Black Sea meant that the events of this struggle provided little material suit- 
able for gazãnãme treatment.3 However, it may be that there were more 

gazãnãmes dealing with the Cossack problem than are presently known. In 
1961 G. M. Meredith-Owens published an article in which he described and 

partially translated a poetic treatment of the expedition of Ken'an Pa§a 

1 Also gazavãtnãme ("a writing on holy wars"). Related to the gazãnãme/ gazavãtnãme is the 
menäqi'bnäme ("a writing on exploits, heroic deeds"), fethnãme ("a writing on a conquest") - 
an official report of a victory sent to notables or foreign rulers - and zafernäme ("a writing on a 
victory"). Frequently these terms were confused and used interchangeably. See G. L. Lewis, 
"The Utility of Ottoman Fethnãmes," Historians of the Middle East, ed. Bernard Lewis and P. 
M. Holt (London, 1962), pp.*192-96, esp. p. 192. 
2 The Arabic word for holy war, gaza, denotes an offensive, aggressive action, such as a raid, 
assault, or invasion. In Lane's dictionary, the definition of another form, gazãwat, includes "to 
fight with [or to fight with and plunder] the enemy [in the country of the latter (stress added)]" 
(Edward William Lane, An Arabic English Lexicon [London, 1877], p. 2257). 
J ror tne Uttoman lana- wars in Ukraine in tne seventeentn century, mere are a numoer oi 
known, though still mostly unstudied and unpublished, gazãnãmes, such as Yusüf Nâbï's 
Fetihnãme-i Qamaniëe. Recently a gazãnãme devoted to Sultan 'Osman II and the Xotyn' 
campaign has been discovered and published (//. Osman adina yazilmis Zafer-nâme, ed. Ya§ar 
Yiicel [Ankara, 1983]). A dissertation directed by Omeljan Pritsak provides the first full treat- 
ment (texts, translations, and commentaries) of gazãnãmes devoted to the wars in Ukraine in 
the second half of the seventeenth century: Lubomyr Andrij Hajda, "Two Ottoman Gazanames 
Concerning the Chyhyryn Campaign of 1678" (Ph.D. diss., Harvard University, 1984) (the 
anonymous Cehrin Seferi [Cyhyryn campaign] and 'Abdu'1-Kerîm Efendi's Ahvãl-i Ijmãl-i 
Sefer-i Cehrin [A Summary of affairs of the campaign of Cyhyryn]). 
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AN OTTOMAN GAZÃNAME 483 

against the Cossacks in 1628, the PaSanãme of Julu'ï Ibrahim Pa§a, which 
he found in an illustrated manuscript in the British Library.4 Here I offer a 

facsimile, translation, and commentary of a section, from another 

gazãnãme, devoted to a different Black Sea campaign. 
The work in question is the anomymous Gazãnãme-i Halli PaSa 

(Gazãnãme of Halïl PaSa). There are three known manuscripts, of which 
two are in Istanbul, in the Topkapi Sarayi Library (Revan 1482) and the 

Siileymaniye Library (Es'ad Efendi 2139), and one is in Vienna, in the 
Österreichische Nationalbibliothek (H. O. 72).5 All three manuscripts are 
undated. Only the two Istanbul manuscripts could be inspected and, judg- 
ing from their watermarks, scripts, and ornamentation, they are from the 
seventeenth century. While it has not been possible to establish any textual 
relation between the three manuscripts, the Vienna appears to be furthest 
removed from the original because its text bears signs of having been 
"tidied up" by a scribe.6 The text of the Topkapi Library's Revan collection 

manuscript is the basis for the translation given below, and a facsimile of 
the relevant section is provided. However, it should be noted that the 
Revan and Es 'ad Efendi manuscripts contain about the same number of 

4 G. M. Meredith-Owens, "Ken'an Pasha's Expedition against the Cossacks," British 
Museum Quarterly 24 (1961): 76-82. 
3 These three manuscripts are listed and described, respectively, in Topkapi Sarayi Müzesi 
Kütüphanesi, Türkce yazmalari katalogu, vol. 1, ed. Fehmi Edhem Karatay (Istanbul, 1961), p. 
380; Istanbul kütüphaneleri tarih-cografya yazmalari kataloglan, vol. 1, Turkçe tarih 
yazmalari (Istanbul, n.d.), pp. 285-86; and Die Arabischen, Persischen und Türkischen 
Handschriften der Kaiserlich-Königlichen Hofbibliothek zu Wien, vol. 2, ed. Gustav Flügel 
(Vienna, 1865), no. 1043, pp. 253-54. A title {Gazãnãme-i Halïl Pata) for the work is found 
only at the head of the opening page of Vienna ms, fol. Ib. The published manuscript catalo- 
gues arbitrarily refer to the work as Menaqïb-i Halïl Paia (The exploits of ftalfl Pasa; Topkapi 
Sarayi Müzesi Kütüphanesi 1, p. 380) and Menaqïb-i Qapudãn-i Deryã Halïl Pasa (The 
exploits of Grand Admiral $alïl Pasa; Agâh Sim Levend, Gazavãt-nãmeler ve Mihaloglu Ali 
Bey' in Gazavãt-nãmesi [Ankara, 1956] p. 95). Because of the reference to an 'All in the first 
pages of the work, the Topkapi catalogue ascribes authorship to the famous Ottoman author, 
Gelibolu Mustafa 'Ali, even though the latter died in 1008/1600 (as the catalogue itself indi- 
cates on the same page; see Topkapi Sarayi Müzesi Kütüphanesi, p. 380), before most of the 
events in the work occurred. In addition, because the name "Nâdirï" is written beside a poem 
on the final page of the Es 'ad Efendi ms, the work has also been ascribed to the poet Gani- zãde 
Nâdirï. However, this work is not present in lists of Nâdirï's works (Istanbul kütüphaneleri 
tarih-cografya yazmalari kataloglan, 1, p. 286). Within the text of the gazãnãme the work is 
referred to as a risãle-i gazavãt ("an epistle of gazas") (Topkapi Sarayi Library, Revan 1482, 
fol. 167a). 
° E.g., while in the other two manuscripts there is frequent alteration (sometimes in the same 
clause) between the informal address and the plural majestatis for the second person when the 
sultan speaks or writes to yalfl Pasa, in the Vienna manuscript there is, in this context, a ten- 
dency to use the informal second person rather than to alternate between the formal and infor- 
mal second person. For other examples of "hyper-correctness" in the Vienna manuscript, see 
fhs. 62, 63, 82, 84, 91, 95. 
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484 VICTOR OSTAPCHUK 

problematic readings and scribal errors.7 In the translation, reference is 
made to the Es4 ad Efendi and Vienna manuscripts when there is a 
significantly different reading. 

The hero of the gazãnãme, Halïl Pa§a (15607-1629), an Armenian in 
origin, from the Qayserï (Kayseri) region in central Anatolia, twice held the 
post of grand vizier (1617-1619, 1626-1628) and four times that of 
qapüdän paia or grand admiral of the Ottoman fleet (1608-1610, 
1614-1617, 1619-1622, 1623).8 The gazãnãme relates his early career in 
the palace as a member of the sultan's falconer corps; his participation as 
the head of that corps (daqïrjï baii) in the Egri (Erlau) campaign of 1596 
against the Habsburgs; and, with time, as commander of the janissary corps 
{yeñieeri agasi) in campaigns against Jelâlï rebels in the Asian provinces 
(the Jänbüläd tribe in the province of Aleppo, and Qalendãr-zãde in central 
Anatolia) during the first years of the seventeenth century; as qapüdän paia 
in naval campaigns in the Mediterranean in 1609 and 1614; and as grand 
vizier and commander-in-chief (serdãr-i ekrem) of the Ardabïl campaign 
against Safavid Iran in 1617-1618. The last episode in Gazãnãme is 
devoted to Halïl Pasa's exploits in the Black Sea in 1621 as qapüdän paia.9 
This was the year of the Xotyn'10 campaign mounted by Sultan 'Osman II 

against the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, primarily in response to the 
unceasing Black Sea depredations of the Zaporozhian Cossacks, whose 
bases on the Dnieper were in territory subject to the Commonwealth.11 

Here the main interest is in Gazãnãme-i Halli Paia as a historical 
source. In dealing with gazãnãmes, it must be kept in mind that they are 

primarily works of belles-lettres aimed at extolling the military accomplish- 
ments of a Muslim commander (who was often a given work's sponsor) and 
his men and at entertaining the reader or listener. Exaggerations, half- 
truths, and even inventions are scarcely avoidable in such pieces. However, 
as gazãnãmes relate to historical events, they can contain valuable, even 

eyewitness, historical information. Often they are the only available 
sources for events or are the bases of chronicle accounts. For the historian, 

7 The Revan MS has 167 folios of 19 x 11.5 cm format; the Siileymaniye Library's Es 'ad 
Efendi ms has 145 folios; and the Vienna ms has 243 folios. All three manuscripts are written 
in a clear nesh script. 
8 J. H. Kramers, "Halïl Pa§a," Islam Ansiklopedisi, vol. 5, pt. 1 (Istanbul, 1950): 160-61. 
9 Topkapi Sarayi Library, Revan 1482, fols. 155b- 162a; Siileymaniye Library, Es'ad Efendi 
2139, fols. 135b- 141a; Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, H. O. 72, fols. 228a-237b. 
10 Xotyn' (Chocim in Polish, Hotin in Ottoman) a town in southeastern Ukraine, on the right 
bank of the Dniester, 29 km north of the Prut River and 20 km south of Kam "janee 

' - 

Podil's'kyj. 
1 1 In addition to the Ukrainian Zaporozhian Cossacks, there were the Russian Don Cossacks 
who also raided the Azov as well as the Black Sea, often together with the Zaporozhians. 
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the gazãnãme can be important both as an intellectual document - revealing 
Ottoman attitudes to and evaluations of given events and their protagonists 
and Ottoman military and political aims and expectations - and as a source 
of concrete historical data. In the case of Gazãnãme-i Halli PaSa, it will 
become apparent that, despite limitations due to genre, it is a useful histori- 
cal source. 

The significance of the events in the Black Sea during the Xotyn' cam- 

paign has not been fully appreciated in the historical literature.12 

Throughout the summer of 1621, while the Ottomans were preparing and 

marching a major force against the Commonwealth, the Zaporozhian Cos- 
sacks carried out numerous expeditions directed at various far-flung shores 
of the Black Sea.13 It is not clear whether these expeditions were part of the 
Commonwealth's anti-Ottoman strategy in the face of the upcoming war or 
whether they were the usual raids undertaken by the Cossacks for booty.14 
What is clear is that the Cossacks' actions interfered with the main tasks of 
the Ottoman fleet in the war, which were to convey supplies to the Danube 
for the sultan's army, help reconstruct and defend the pontoon bridge across 
the river at Isaqjï (Isaccea)15 by which the army would pass on its way 

12 Hrusevs'kyj, while aware of the degree to which the Ottoman chronicles exaggerate the 
magnitude of naval successes against the Cossacks, regards the raids of 1621 as few and small, 
at most irritants to the Porte (Myxajlo Hrusevs'kyj, Istorija Ukrajiny-Rusy, vol. 7 [Kiev, 1909; 
reprint ed., New York, 1956], pp. 462-64). Tu§in provides a fuller presentation of the raids 
and proposes that their occurrence prompted the Ottomans to insist on including an article 
about them in the pact with the Commonwealth concluded at Xotyn' (Ju. P. Tu§in, Russkoe 
moreplavanie na Kaspijskom, Azovskom i Cernom morjax [XVII vek] [Moscow, 1978], pp. 
107-8); actually the raids were the primary reason the Porte went to war in the first place. 
Podhorodecki and RaSba provide some information on the attitude of the Commonwealth 
authorities to Cossack naval expeditions in 1621 (Leszek Podhorodecki and Noj Raszba 
[RaSba], Wojna chocimska 1621 roku [Cracow, 1979], pp. 120-22, 135). None of these 
authors consider the effect of Cossack naval raids on the outcome of the Xotyn' conflict. 
13 As will become evident in the text of and commentary to Gazãnãme below, the Don Cos- 
sacks were also active on the sea in 1621, albeit in lesser numbers. 
14 Podhorodecki and RaSba point out that certain circles in the Commonwealth preferred to 
have all possible Cossack forces facing the Ottoman army alongside the Polish army, rather 
than on the Black Sea (Podhorodecki and Raszba, Wojna chocimska, pp. 120-22, 135). 
15 On the right bank of the Danube, about 1 10 km from the Black Sea going by the northern 
(Kili) branch. Such a bridge over the Danube, constructed by connecting barges known as 
tombaz or tonbaz (hence köpri tonbazlarï, "bridge barges," in reference to the supports of the 
Danube bridge in Kãtib Celebi, Fezjeke, vol. 1 [Istanbul, 1287/1870-1871], p. 406), was 
revived in times of need, such as the transfer of large military forces into Wallachia. An 
observer in July 1621 reported that the river was spanned by building the bridge between 
islands (Zerela do istoriji Ukrajiny-Rusy, vol. 8, Materijaly do istoriji ukrajins' koji kozaêâyny, 
pt. 1, Dokumenty po rik 1631, ed. Ivan Kryp"jakevyö [Lviv, 1908], no. 146, p. 228). On 28 
August 1621 the nuncio in Venice reported that there were three bridges across the Danube, 
with one being three miles (miglia) long. If this report was accurate, perhaps it referred to three 
legs of the bridge between the islands ("Nuovi contributi sul Vaevoda Gaspare Graziarli e la 
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486 VICTOR OSTAPCHUK 

north, and participate in the building of a new fortress in the same town. 
Thus, as the Ottoman chronicles and Gazãnãme-i Halli PaSa relate, 
throughout the campaign season it was necessary to send sizable flotillas 
and squadrons of ships or boats to threatened or strategic places in practi- 
cally all regions of the sea - Anatolia, the mouths of the Dnieper and 
Danube, the Strait of Kerõ16 between the Azov and Black Seas, and the 

Bosporus. At one point qapudãn paSa Halfl was forced to abandon for 
more than three weeks the mission on the Danube to which he had been 
ordered by the sultan, sail off with most of his fleet, and search in vain the 
far Anatolian coast for a reported Cossack flotilla. 

The Ottoman narrative sources - not only gazãnãmes but also the 
chronicles - time and again present Ottoman naval forces as emerging tri- 

umphant from their encounters with the Cossacks on the Black Sea in 1621. 
Other sources, notably French and Papal diplomatic reports from Istanbul 
and other places but also Muscovite and Polish records, reveal a more 
mixed picture - greater Ottoman losses in their successful encounters and 
more Cossack raids on Ottoman shipping and settlements than indicated in 
the Ottoman sources.17 Even the somewhat one-sided and exaggerated 
Ottoman version of events does not conceal that the Cossacks caused 

significant damages to shipping and settlements, the most substantial being 
the sack of the important port and salt production center of Ahyolï (Axto- 

guerra turco-polacca del 1621," ed. Anton Mesrobeanu, in Diplomatarium Italicum, documenti 
raccolti negli archive italiani, vol. 3 [Rome, 1934]: 126-239, esp. no. 156, p. 211). Isaqjï's 
location on the Ottoman road into Wallachia, its suitability for a bridge across the Danube, and 
its accessibility to ships from the sea made it a main rear staging base for troops and supplies 
(cf. Topöflar Katibi's description of logistic activités at Isaqjï; see fh. 57). 
16 KerS in Ottoman. 
17 References to these non-Ottoman sources are provided in the commentary to the translation 
(see fhs. 71, 74, 94, 102; see also fhs. 20 and 105). It should be noted that the diplomatic 
reports, susceptable to hearsay and rumor, tend to exaggerate the magnitude of some of the 
Cossack actions. This is particularly the case for reports originating from places other than 
Istanbul, such as Warsaw or Venice, as the following examples demonstrate: in June 1621 the 
papal nuncio in Venice reported that a fleet of three hundred Cossack boats was active near 
Istanbul (no other sources mention such a large Cossack fleet operating in that year: Diploma- 
tarium Italicum, 3, no. 143, pp. 207-8; Litterae Nuntiorum Apostolicorum historiae Ucrainae 
illustrantes [1550-1850], vol. 4, 1621-1628, ed. Athanasius G. Welykyj [Rome, 1960], no. 
1495, pp. 18-19); reports from Venice and reports in Rome that the bridge over the Danube 
had been damaged or destroyed by the Cossacks in July or August (of course an attack cannot 
be ruled out) (Litterae Nuntiorum, 4, no. 1506, p. 25; no. 1516, pp. 30-31; see also fh. 102); 
news from Ragusa that tfalü Pasa himself had been captured in a naval battle with the Cos- 
sacks (however, the nuncio in Venice, who transmitted this news, pointed out that this report 
had not been verified and doubted its validity) (Litterae Nuntiorum, 4, no. 1510, p. 28). 
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pol) on the lower Bulgarian coast.18 On the basis of even the biased Otto- 
man narratives, there can be no doubt that Cossack naval activity forced a 

significant diversion of forces from the war effort against the Com- 
monwealth, which, it can be argued, contributed to the ultimate Ottoman 
failure at Xotyn' in late September and early October 1621.19 Aside from 
the effect Cossack naval activity must have had on the outcome of events at 

Xotyn' and the physical harm rendered to Ottoman shipping and settle- 
ments, it had a significant psychological and political impact in the capital 
itself. French and Italian diplomatic reports repeatedly tell of bread shor- 

tages and panic among the population of Istanbul caused by Cossack raids 
in the vicinity of the Bosporus.20 The resulting famine and flight, for fear 
that the city itself would be sacked, disrupted life in the capital and 

undoubtedly contributed to the instability that brought serious disorders 
there in the months following the Xotyn' campaign, including the murder of 
Sultan 'Osman himself.21 The Ottoman author of Gazãnãme-i Halli PaSa 
chose to disregard completely some Ottoman reversals in the Black Sea 
while underplaying others. In his eyes, naval forces under the general com- 
mand of Halîl Pa§a managed to contain the Cossacks by preventing the 

widespread pillage of settlements or destruction of major cities,22 a 

significant cut in the naval supply line, and the destruction of the Danube 

bridge. This meant that the events in the Black Sea in 1621 qualified for a 

gazãnãme, with Halïl Pa§a as its hero. 
True to its genre, the narrative of Gazãnãme-i Halli PaSa is couched in 

the language of gaza, with the ever-present dichotomy between the cause of 
Islam and its warriors on one side - "the galleys of the people of Islam 

(ehl-i Islam)'' "the armies of Islam ('asãkir-i Islam)," "the padishah of 
Islam {pãdiSãh-i Islam)," "the defense and protection of the lands of Islam 
(memãlik-i Islãmiyye)" - and the unbelievers, that is, the Cossacks, "per- 
petual pillagers of the lands of Islam {memãlik-i Islãmiyãn)" on the other 

18 Seefh.71. 
19 At the very least, the fact that events relating to Cossack activity in the Black Sea in 1621 
were deemed worthy of being the subject of a gazãnãme and of chapters in the chronicles indi- 
cates that they were regarded as significant by Ottoman contemporaries. 
M Dispatches of de Cesy, the French ambassador to the Porte, in Histórica Russiae 
monumental Akty istoriëeskie otnosjasëiesja k Rossii, vol. 2, ed. A. I. Turgenev (St. Petersburg, 
1842), pp. 413, 414; dispatches of Papal nuncios in Litterae Nuntiorum, 4, no. 1495, p. 18; no. 
1496, p. 19; no. 1507, pp. 25-26; no. 1510, p. 28; no. 1514, pp. 29-30; no. 1516, pp. 30-31; 
no. 1521, p. 33; Diplomatarium Italicum, no. 157, p. 212. 
21 Foreign spies and diplomats in Istanbul reported that there was considerable opposition 
among 'Osman' s viziers to his leaving the capital with the main army lest the Cossacks attack 
there during his absence (Zerela, 8, no. 148, p. 231; Histórica Russiae, 2, pp. 412- 13). 
22 E.g., in 1620 the Cossacks destroyed the city of Varna (de Cesy, dispatch of 25 August 
1620, Histórica Russiae, 2, p. 412); no raid of this magnitude occurred in the current year. 
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side.23 Halîl Pasa, in defending the region, is portrayed as protecting the 

re'aya or subject populations from the "wickedness of the enemies of the 
faith."24 The Xotyn' war is presented as being the result of "unfaithfulness 
and rebelliousness" of the Cossack and Polish infidels. References to the 
Cossacks are almost always accompanied by maledictions, most often with 
the modifiers mel'ün, meaning "accursed," or efqïyâ, which usually 
translates as "bandits, outlaws, robbers" but actually has the primary mean- 

ing denoting those who are "far from God's grace, under the curse of 
God."25 Also frequently applied to the Cossacks are various epithets denot- 

ing "wickedness." 

Although gaza is a central concern and language evoking its images 
recurs over and over, there is room in the narrative for motivations and pre- 
cepts other than those pertaining to Islam. Thus, while the behavior of the 
Cossacks in the Black Sea drove the "temperament of ardor and righteous 
zeal ("irq-i gay ret ve hamiyet)" of the sultan into action - a reference to his 

religious fervor - the next sentence informs that, as a result, the sultan was 
in no mood for "promenading in gardens and meadows."26 Throughout 
Gazãnãme-i Halîl Paia the language of Persian kingship and statesmanship 
pervades and, at least in the 1621 section, it is as prominent as the language 
of gaza. Thus, 'Osman II is compared to the ancient Persian kings JemSïd 
and Ferïdun, as well as to Solomon, and Halîl Pa§a to the wise men Asaph 
and Aristotle. As to Halîl Pasa, the qualities of his extolled are not courage 
in battle but wisdom and abilities in organization and strategy.27 Praise for 

prowess in battle is reserved for his commanders and forces. In line with 
the themes of Persian kingship is the stress on obedience to the sultan as a 

high virtue. Also, there is an abundance of hunting motifs, reminiscent of 

royal scenes in, for example, Persian and Ottoman miniatures, as well as 
references to astrology, all of which tend to counterbalance the "Islamic 
flavor" of the Gazãnãme. 

As a source for concrete historical data, Gazãnãme is of interest because, 
although there is no explicit indication of when it was written, references at 
the very end of the work to events centering around the enthronement of 
Sultan Murad IV in 1623 and to Halîl Pa§a's presence at these events 

23 Fols. 157b, 159a, 161a, 161a, 157a. 
24 Fol. 161b. 
25 James W. Redhouse, A Turkish and English Lexicon (Constantinople, 1890) p. 1 130 (s.v. 
"shaqï"). 
26 Fols. 155b- 156a. 
27 It must be remembered that by 1621 yalfl Pasa was an elderly man of about sixty years, 
and in Gazãnãme there is no hint that he was present at any of the actual battles with the Cos- 
sacks. 
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indicate that the work dates from before the latter' s death in 1629. Thus, 
aside from Zafernãme ("a writing on a victory") in honor of 'Osman II, 
written in 1030/1621,28 it was written closer in time to the events which it 
describes than the other relevant Ottoman narrative sources, the chronicles. 
It may even have been a direct source for the chronicles, or for works that 
did not survive but upon which the chronicles are dependent. The only 
chronicles of interest for the events in the Black Sea in 1621 are by Kãtib 

Celebi, namely, Fezleke (Summary), his history of the Ottoman dynasty 
since 1000 A.H. (on which, for the first half of the seventeenth century, the 

history of Na'ïma is primarily based), and his naval history, Tuhfetii'1-kibãr 
fî esfãri'1-bihãr (The Offering to the great ones concerning the campaigns 
on the seas).29 While the versions of events in both of these works do not 

significantly diverge from those in Gazãnãme, there is no hint of their texts 

being dependent on the latter. (This does not, of course, rule out that Kãtib 
Celebi did not use Gazãnãme for either Fezleke or Tuhfet.) Nor is there any 
clear textual relationship between Gazãnãme and Zafernãme On the other 
hand, it is quite obvious that the version of events relating to the Xotyn' 
campaign in Fezleke is mostly a summary of that in the Zafernãme?0 How- 
ever, in Kãtib Celebi 's naval history there is substantial relevant informa- 
tion not found in the other works. 

Although the main features of the events given in Gazãnãme-i Halli 
PaSa, Zafernãme, and Kätib Celebi 's two works are the same, there are 
details that diverge, particularly when it comes to figures such as numbers 
of ships or men. The main discrepancies between the different texts are 
made evident in the commentary to the translation below. Of course a 

gazãnãme, its main aim being to exalt and entertain, exaggerates and 
embellishes its story; even the chronicles have more than a modicum of 
invention and distortion. In the case of Gazãnãme, the use of excessive 

28 Zafer-nâme, pp. iv, 187. 
29 Kãtib Celebi, Fezleke, 1; idem, Tuhfetu'1-kibãr fî esfãri'1-bihãr (Istanbul, 1329/1911). 
Other chronicles consulted (those of Hasan Beg-zãde, Qara Celebi-zäde, Peöevi, Münejjim 
Basì, and 'Abdü'l-Qadir Jopcilar Kãtibi) give only a cursory treatment of the relevant events. 
There is also a section devoted to the Xotyn' campaign in a long poem by Nev'ïzâde Atâ'ï 
called Sãqínãme (Topkapi Sarayi Library, Revan 820, fols. 57a -62b) that relates a naval vic- 
tory against the Cossacks (fols. 58b -59b). However, this story bears little similarity to any of 
the events in the chronicles or Gazãnãme and it has no references to dates or places by which 
its story can be tied in with the known events of 1621. 
30 Zafer-nâme, p. xiv. For an example of information in Fezleke which is not in Zafernãme, 
see fn. 71 . Here references will be provided to both Zafernãme and Fezleke, even when the text 
of the latter is dependant on the text of the former. Despite the dependence of Fezleke on 
Zafernãme, the commentary to the translation below gives references to both works. 
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metaphor in a passage can act as a signal to the reader that the specifics of a 

given scene may owe as much to the imagination of the author as to the 
actual events behind it. 

What new or significant historical data on the events of 1621 does 
Gazãnãme-i Halli PaSa provide? Like many other contemporary 
observers, the author stresses the Black Sea raids of the Cossacks, rather 
than Polish interventions in Moldavia, as the primary cause for the War of 

Xotyn'.31 The author of course had in mind those Cossacks who were sub- 

jects of the Commonwealth, the Zaporozhian Cossacks. It is generally 
assumed that during this period, the Ukrainian Zaporozhian Cossacks were 
a greater threat to the Ottomans than were the Russian Don Cossacks.32 
Gazãnãme attests to this, stating that the Dnieper Cossacks "habitually 
[bring] the most disorder and sedition to the Black Sea."33 

As far as Ottoman naval operations are concerned, Gazãnãme stresses 
more than Zafernãme or Kãtib Celebi the importance for the sultan's cam- 

paign of the fleet's mission to transport armaments and supplies quickly to 
the Danube and indicates that early in the season, during Halîl Pa§a and the 

imperial fleet's voyage to the Danube,34 Cossack raids and even attacks 

against the fleet were expected. The work also emphasizes that throughout 
the campaign there was a constant danger of a Cossack strike against the 
Danube bridge, the destruction of which would have seriously hampered the 

ability of the sultan's large army to cross into Wallachia on the way north 
or to return to the capital for winter. Accordingly, Halïl Pasa's main 
mission - to stay at Isaqjï and defend the bridge - was much more crucial to 
the success of the Xotyn' campaign than it may appear from the other Otto- 
man sources. The actuality of the threat to the bridge is corroborated by 
various sources, including a nuncio's report that in September the Cossacks 

31 Fol. 155b. 
32 It appears that in the first two decades of the seventeenth century, there was a preponder- 
ance of raids by the Zaporozhian Cossacks, while in the third and fourth decades the balance 
shifted in favor of the Don Cossacks (see Victor Ostapchuk, "The Ottoman Black Sea Frontier 
and the Relations of the Porte with the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth and Muscovy, 
1622-1642" [Ph.D. diss., Harvard University, 1989], pp. 6-8). However, it must be kept in 
mind that the Zaporozhian and Don Cossacks frequently operated together and that the Otto- 
man sources often fail to distinguish between the two. For a study of the Zaporozhians vis-à- 
vis the Porte that highlights Ottoman documentary sources, see Mihnea Berindei, "La Porte 
ottomane face aux Cosaques zaporogues, 1600-1637," Harvard Ukrainian Studies 1 
(1977): 273-307. 
33 Fol. 157a. 
34 The voyage, according to Kãtib Celebi, lasted from 10 to 25 May (Kãtib Celebi, Tuhfet, p. 
107). 
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actually did attack the bridge.35 In addition, as already mentioned above, 
there was the real threat that, in the absence of the main fleet and the 
sultan's army, the Cossacks would strike inside the Bosporus and even 
attack Istanbul. With regard to this latter threat, Gazãnãme relates that, 
while at Xotyn', the sultan, while ordering Halïl Pasa to remain at Isaqjï 
without fail, instructed him to alert the qãymãqãm and bõstãnji ban in 
Istanbul so that they might defend that area.36 While in Kãtib Celebi's 
account the local Ottoman boat flotillas of Kili (Kilija),37 Aqkermãn 
(Bilhorod-Dnistrovs'kyj),38 and Ozi (Ocakiv)39 participate in the defense of 
the Black Sea, Gazãnãme is the only Ottoman source which attests to the 

presence of the Danubian boat (sayqa) flotilla.40 Gazãnãme provides the 
new information that when Halïl Pa§a patrolled the Anatolian coast in 
search of Cossacks, he went much further east (to Vona Burnì, which is 

nearly to Ordu, about half way between Sinop and Trabzon [Trebizond]) 
than was previously known (the vicinity of Sinop). Finally, it is clear from 
the work that steady contact between Halïl Pasa and the sultan, both in the 
field and the capital, was maintained. 

A shortcoming of the 1621 section of Gazãnãme-i Halïl Pas' a as a his- 
torical source is its lack of any dates.41 However, there is a good chance 
that the author consulted actual documents: this section contains five 

alleged citations from specific documents - three from orders of the sultan 

(two hatt-i hümayüns, or orders personally written by the sultan, and one 

firman), one from a report in the field by a flotilla commander, and one 
from a message from Halïl Pasa to one of his commanders.42 Throughout 
the other parts of Gazãnãme, documents are also quoted, sometimes at 

35 See fn. 102. On 14 September, at about the time of this alleged attack, the papal nuncio in 
Istanbul reported that the sultan had again orderd tfalfl Pasa to be diligent in guarding the 
bridge (Diplomatariwn Italicum, no. 170, p. 222; see also Diplomatarium Italicum, no. 158, p. 
213; Litterae Nuntiorum, 4, no. 1517, p. 31). Jan Chodkiewicz reported to Lew Sapieha, chan- 
cellor of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, that there was a great deal of anxiety among the Turks 
that the Cossacks would attack the Danubian bridge and for this reason the pontoon bridge was 
placed further up-river and that yalfl Pasa's mission was to guard against them (Zerela, 8, no. 
143, pp. 224-25). An escaped Polish galley slave described both the great care with which the 
Ottomans guarded the bridge against a Cossack attack and the five-hundred boat {Sayqa, see 
below) fleet mobilized in the Danube to reinforce this defense (idem, no. 144, pp. 225-26). 
30 Fol. 161b. On the predicament of the qãymãqãm and bõstãnji basi, see fn. 98. 
37 On the northern branch of the Danubian delta, about 40 km inland from the Black Sea. 
-50 In the estuary of the Dniester River. 
J* In the estuary of the Dnieper River. 
40 See fhs. 35 and 68. 
41 There are dates, albeit only a few, m other parts of the work; by comparison, Zafernãme 
regularly provides dates. 
42 See fols. 157b- 158a, 158b- 159a, 161a - 161b. In one of these cases the author stresses 
that he has copied into his work the text of a hatt-i hümäyün (fols. 158b- 159a). 
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length;43 it may have been the case that the author had access to papers of 
his hero. However, if the author's renditions of documents in the section 
devoted to 1621 are indeed authentic, they are probably not all complete or 
word-for-word quotations. The most obvious example is the report from 
one of Halîl PaSa's commanders in which events in the field are recounted 
with a flamboyant array of hunting metaphors.44 

The most valuable aspect of the 1621 section of Gazãnãme-i Halli PaSa 
as a historical source is not the concrete facts themselves but, rather, what 
the work tells about the nature of the Ottoman struggle with the Cossacks in 
the Black Sea, from dangers involved to strategies employed. Rather than 
simply portraying the Cossacks as a given - recalcitrant agents of evil - the 
author displays an interest in explaining their phenomenon and on several 
occasions directly addresses the problem, at one point through a purported 
speech by Halîl Pa§a.45 Concerning the Cossacks and the threat they pose, 
the recurring motif is their elusiveness. In laying out the strategy to be fol- 
lowed, Halîl Pa§a explains to his commanders that even with a large Otto- 
man naval force in the Black Sea, it is possible for the Cossacks to "deva- 
state and plunder so many places of the shores of the sea" without even 
encountering the fleet. The Cossacks are depicted as being extremely cun- 
ning in avoiding contact with enemy forces. While the fleet patrols the 
coasts, unable to locate the Cossacks, the latter are just ahead of it, out of 
sight but aware of the fleet's every move. On one occasion, according to 
the work, the Cossacks not only knew where the forces hunting for them 
were but also obtained intelligence of where another force was waiting in 
ambush (though on another occasion such a force lying in wait allegedly 
caught the Cossacks by surprise). 

In Gazãnãme, it is clear that to the Cossack's advantage was the small 
size of their boats, known as Sayqas,46 compared to the large Ottoman gal- 
leys of the main fleet; the Cossacks were able to spot the galleys twenty or 
thirty miles away without themselves being sighted and retreat.47 To defeat 

43 E.g., the 1027/1618 'ahdnãme ("treaty") with Iran (fols. 135b- 137a), and a copy of a 
letter (fols. 143a- 143b). 
44 Fol. 158a. It is unlikely that the passage with the speech of yalïl Pasa to his commanders 
on strategy against the Cossacks is an authentic recording of the qapüdán paSa's words; it is 
probably a paraphrase or even a concoction (though its contents are likely to be valid) used as a 
literary device by the author of the gazavãtnãme. 
45 Fols. 156b- 157a. 
46 On the Sayqa, see fh. 59. 
47 The Cossacks' ability to track the enemy from not too afar, without themselves being seen, 
by taking advantage of the low prow of the Sayqa and the removability of its mast has been 
noticed in other sources: Guillaume Le Vasseur sieur de Beauplan, Description d'Ukraine qui 
sont plusieurs provinces du Royame de Pologne. . . (Rouen, 1660), translated as A Description 
of Ukraine. . . in A Collection of Voyages and Travels, vol. 1, éd. Answam Churchill (London, 
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the Cossacks, Gazãnãme specifies that the Ottoman galleys would ideally 
encounter the Cossack Sayqas on the open sea, where the latter would have 
no chance against the swift ships.48 Here the work implicitly supports what 
other sources say about such encounters - on the open sea the Cossack 

Sayqa was no match for the galley, provided there was a wind which gave 
the latter a significant speed advantage. In calm seas, it was not the galley 
but the Sayqa that was swifter and that, coupled with its great maneuverabil- 

ity, thereby had the advantage.49 
Gazãnãme makes it clear that it was not enough to rely on a fleet supe- 

rior in size or speed; a strategy had to be devised for the more than likely 
case that the fleet would be unable to find the Cossacks. This was to post 
naval squadrons at places through which the Cossacks had to pass on their 
return home, namely, the mouth of the Dnieper and the Strait of Kerë. Soon 
after arriving at the Danube, Halli Pa§a dispatched the Danubian Sayqa fleet 
to the mouth of the Dnieper and twenty ships to the Strait of Kerõ, while he 
himself planned to remain with the main fleet guarding the Danube, as the 
sultan had ordered. The forces sent to these "choke points" were of 

significant size because, as Gazãnãme implies, the Cossacks would practi- 
cally always run such blockades; hence, battles were inevitable. The work 

implies that it was not enough to post such blockades at the strategic pas- 
sages, for, inevitably, Cossack flotillas would already be operating in the 
sea by the time the blockades were in place and even with them Cossack 

entry into the sea could not be completely sealed off. Thus, without patrols 
in search of the Cossacks, their raids would occur despite whatever awaited 
them on their return journey. It must have been for this reason that Halli 
Pa§a felt forced to abandon the mission on the Danube assigned to him by 
the sultan and, with the bulk of the main fleet, sail for the Anatolian coast 
where a Cossack flotilla had been reported. His inability to find the Cos- 
sacks during his three-week sail demonstrates how elusive the Cossacks 
could be; that they were forced to flee before his ships (implying that their 

raiding was cut short) and run the gauntlet of the awaiting forces at the pas- 

1744): 445-81 esp. p. 465; and Victor Ostapchuk, "Five Documents from the Topkapi Palace 
Archive on the Ottoman Defense of the Black Sea against the Cossacks (1639)," Raiyyet 
Riisumû: Essays presented to Halil Inalcik on his Seventieth Birthday by his Colleagues and 
Students (Cambridge, Mass., 1987) (= Journal of Turkish Studies 11 [1987]: 49- 104, esp. pp. 
83, 92). 
48 Fol. 156b. 
49 Kãtib Celebi, Tuhfet, p. 110; A. Bert'e-Delagard (Berthier-Dalagarde), "Opisanie Cernogo 
morja i Tatarii sostavil dominikanec Emiddio Dortelli d'Askoli, prefekt Kaffy, Tatarii i proò. 
1634," Zapiski Odesskogo obSëestva istorii i drevnostej 24 (1902): 89- 170, esp. p. 98. 
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sages leading from the sea meant, however, that his mission was not com- 

pletely in vain. 
The Danubian boat flotilla figures as a mainstay in the Ottoman defense 

of the Black Sea. Immediately upon the imperial fleet's initial arrival and 

unloading at Kili, Halîl Pa§a set out in earnest to the task of readying "the 

Sayqas which are every year prepared on the shores of the Danube for 
defense of the Black Sea."50 In their mission that year of guarding the 
mouth of the Dnieper, the Danubian Sayqas successfully engaged a return- 

ing flotilla of Zaporozhians. While there were also local flotillas based in, 
for example, Aqkermãn and Özi, the Danubian was the largest and most 

important flotilla in the Black Sea defense. It was drawn from locales all 
the way up to Vidin (and sometimes even as far upriver as Belgrade), and 
there was a well-developed system of taxation and supply for its upkeep.51 
While it consisted of a variety of boats (qay'iqs, sandals) and small ships 
(fìrqatas), apparently the Sayqa was its mainstay. It may have been that the 
Ottoman Sayqa was adapted from, or even modeled on, the maneuverable 
and versatile Cossack Sayqa y for in the shallow waters of the northern Black 
Sea coast, the Sayqa and other shallow-draught vessels were the only means 
of engaging the Cossacks.52 

The gazãnãme episode offered here is of interest not only as a sample of 
a poorly known narrative source type. Aside from providing a glimpse of 
the Ottoman attitude toward and understanding of the Cossack problem, the 
work adds to the corpus of contemporary texts divulging the nature of Cos- 
sack activity in the Black Sea and of the Ottoman response, the publication 
of which is still rather limited. Such texts are of value because so much of 
what is known about the Cossack presence in the Black Sea is influenced by 
legends and biases in the rich historical literature on the Cossacks, both 

popular and scholarly, and because the fundamental questions of how and 
to what extant the Cossacks were able to challenge the Ottomans in the 
Black Sea have not been adequately answered. 

In the translation that follows an attempt has been made to provide the 
reader with a taste of the original Ottoman prose, including its eloquence, 
bombast, redundancies, and occasional ambiguities. Of course comprom- 
ises have been made, since English is hardly capable of maintaining long 
and convoluted sentences and lacks any equivalent to the particularly 

50 Fol. 156a. 
51 See Berindei, "La Porte ottomane," pp. 277, 278, 281, and Ostapchuk, "The Ottoman 
Black Sea Frontier," pp. 45, 112, 129, 136, 148, 183-84. 
3Z For Ottoman testimony to this effect, see Ostapchuk, "Five Documents," pp. 58-60, 
76-96 passim, and Kãtib Celebi, Tuhfet, pp. 1 13-14. 
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highfalutin Arabic and Persian vocabulary so prevalent in high-style Otto- 
man prose texts of the seventeenth century, such as Gazãnãme-i Halli PaSa. 
When the choice was made to maintain a close correspondence to some of 
the long Ottoman sentences, or even clauses, in translation, care has been 
taken to ensure that an unambiguous sense, when present in the original, 
can be gathered from translation. 

Istanbul and Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Translation 
(Topkapi Sarayi Library, Revan 1482, fols. 155b- 162a) 

<fol. 155b>. . . Thereafter the aggression and seditiousness of the Cossack bandits in 
the regions of the Black Sea and the unbelief53 and rebelliousness of some infidels in 
those regions54 drove the temperament of ardor and righteous zeal of Sultan 'Osman 
Khan into action. The incitement to launch a campaign against the Polish infidel did 
not place in his [majesty's]55 mind the ease, and in his heart the desire, for <fol. 
156a> promenading in the gardens and meadows. When the turning of his 
[majesty's] attention to an imperial campaign became definite and certain and the 
sounding of the kettledrum to action reached the ear of the revolving verdant 
heavens, the apparati and materials of war and killing and all of the arms and instru- 
ments of combat connected with the armory were sent with the ships endeavoring to 
make all speed to the port of Kili. Because it was necessary to procure and make 
complete the aforementioned supplies in that place prior to the arrival of the pad- 
ishah of high felicity and because on the Black Sea excessive seditiousness by the 
Cossack bandits was heard of, his excellency,56 the aforesaid brave vizier [i.e., Halïl 
Pasa], a master of organization, was appointed to the Black Sea for delivering to the 
aforementioned place the mentioned apparati of the campaign and for destroying the 
Cossack bandits who go out onto the Black Sea.57 For that reason they [i.e., Halïl 
Pasa and his forces] made their way in the direction of the port of Kili with the 

53 Kef ere in this and in Es'ad Efendi ms, fol. 135b. Compare, however, bagi, "wrong, 
violence, wickedness" in Vienna ms, fol. 228a. 
54 Aside from the naval raids of the Ukrainian Cossacks, this is a reference to the deteriora- 
tion of relations with the Commonwealth caused by interference in Moldavia by Polish nobles 
as well as by the Cossacks. 
55 The personal suffix -Ieri/ -lari, when a plural majestatis, is rendered "his [majesty's] / of 
his [majesty]" when the referent is the sultan, and "his [excellency's] / of his [excellency]" 
when the referent is $alfl Pasa. 
56 Hazretleri is translated as "his excellency" when the referent is ̂ alll Pa§a, "his majesty" 
when the referent is the sultan. 
57 The chronicle of 'Abdü'1-Qadir Topõílar Kãtibi contains a detailed description of the sup- 
ply and logistic arrangements for the Xotyn' campaign ('Abdü'1-qädir Efendi Topõilar Kãtibi, 
Veqâyï-i tãrihiyye, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Mxt. 130 [Flügel 1053], fol. 
333a- 334b). 
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armory munitions loaded onto the ships. Defending the shores of Rumeli [on their 
way], they were successful in arriving at Kili.58 

After all of the instruments for the campaign were unloaded from the ships, great 
efforts were expended to assemble all of the Sayqas,59 which are every year prepared 
on the shores of the Danube for defense of the Black Sea.60 They were all brought 
together <fol. 156b> and when they came to one place with the ships of the imperial 
fleet,61 the aforesaid vizier, who is the equal of Aristotle, thus opened the doors to 
thoughtful management [expressing the following considerations]: "If all the Danu- 
bian ships [i.e., the Sayqa fleet]62 along with the ships of the imperial army63 do not 
separate but rather go together to and fro on the surface of the sea, it is likely that the 
aforementioned bandits will not be encountered while they devastate and plunder so 
many places of the shores of the sea and, before these events become known, flee 
and return to their lands. Consequently, the following [course of action] is worthy 
of the state and beneficial for the proper course: First, an equal number of ships are 
to be sent to and made to wait at the straits from which those swine will go out upon 

58 According to Kãtib Celebi, on 18 jemãzi II 1030/10 May 1621 tfalïl Pasa set sail from 
BeSiktaá at the Istanbul end of the Bosporus with forty-three galleys and arrived at Kili on 4 
rejeb 1030/25 May 1621 (Kãtib Celebi, Tuhfet, p. 107). In the chronicle of Topëilar Kãtibi, at 
this point yalïl Pasa's fleet consisted of thirty galleys CJbpõilar Kãtibi, VeqãyV-i tãrfyiyye, fol. 
333b). 
3y The Sayqa (õajka in Ukrainian) denoted a class of keelless longboats suited for both river 
and sea navigation used by both the Cossacks and the Ottomans. It is not clear to what extant 
the Cossack and Ottoman Sayqa differed and what borrowings there were in design and appli- 
cation. The Cossack Sayqa was a military vessel armed with light cannons and manned by fifty 
to seventy Cossacks (who, armed with muskets, effectively volleyed the opponent). With its 
removable mast (which made it possible to lessen the range of detection), rudders at both ends, 
and ten to fifteen oarsmen per side, the Cossack Sayqa was extremely versatile and maneuver- 
able. The Ottoman Sayqa was used for both river commercial and military transport (com- 
monly on the Danube and along the coast of the Black Sea ), as well as for defense of river 
shores and, most notably, as an answer to the Cossack Sayqa in coastal waters where the fleet's 
large ships were ineffective. For sources and literature on the Sayqa, see Ostapchuk, "Five 
Documents," pp. 49, 58-59, 76-96. 
00 At this point Kãtib Celebi informs that a personal order from the sultan arrived, instructing 
yalfl PaSa to devote himself to the construction of the bridge at Isaqji and not to set out in any 
other direction. When seventeen Cossack Sayqas were reported near Qara barman (today, 
Vadu in Romania, on the Black Sea coast at the southern end of the Danubian delta), JJalfl Pasa 
sent there the former governor-general (beglerbegi) of Kefe, Mehemmed Pa§a, with fifteen 
ships; after patrolling these waters for sixteen days, unable to gain any further information on 
the reported Cossack flotilla, Mehemmed Pasa returned to Kili (Kãtib Celebi, Tuhfet, pp. 
107-8). 
01 "Imperial fleet" (donanma-i hümäyün) does not necessarily refer to the entire Ottoman 
navy, but rather to the galleys based in Istanbul's tersãne-i 'amire or imperial naval arsenal, the 
empire's largest (located on the Golden Horn in the district of Qãsím Pa§a). The imperial fleet 
was usually supported by galleys based in maritime provinces of the Aegean; the presence of 
these auxiliary forces in the Black Sea in 1621 is attested to in Kãtib Celebi, Tuhfet, p. 109. 
62 Cf. Vienna MS, fol. 229a, where in place of "Danubian ships" {Juna gemileri) there is 
"Danubian Sayqas" (Juna Sayqalañ). 
63 Ordu-yi hümäyün sefãyini, literally, "imperial army ships," refers to the ships of the 
imperial fleet under the command of yalfl Pasa. Cf. the variant reading in Vienna MS, fol. 
229a: donanma-i hümäyün sefãyini, literally, "imperial fleet ships." 
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the open sea64 and to which they will return, fleeing to their lands when trouble 
makes the wide sea close in upon their heads.65 If, by the grace of God - be He 
exalted - they are caught on the open sea, it is inconceivable for them to have the 
power to flee, and there is no possibility for them to save their souls before the 
galleys - swift as the wind on the surface of the sea and swimmers like sea dragons 
in the deep waters of the ocean. And if the good fortune of encountering [them] on 
the [broad] surface of the sea should not arise, or if they should obtain news of the 
imperial fleet <fol. 157a> and turn their faces toward flight, in the end the places to 
which they will return are those straits." Speaking in this sound manner his decision 
was made evident. 

Accordingly, the former governor-general (beglerbegi) of Kefe, Mehemmed 
Pa§a, was sent with twenty ships to the vicinity of the Strait of Kerõ,66 which is the 
place where the Don Cossacks enter the sea. In order to repel the Dnieper Cossacks, 
who habitually [bring] the most disorder and sedition to the Black Sea, the aforesaid 
vizier [i.e., Halli Pa§a] appointed one of his qapujï bafts,61 Mehemmed Aga - 
whose capability and bravery has his [excellency's] noble confidence - as com- 
mander {baS ve bog) of the Danubian Sayqas and sent him to the mouth of the 
Dnieper.68 After [these two commanders] heeded the repeated necessary orders and 
good fortune-bringing advice and admonition that were [issued] to each of them, he 
himself went forth from the Danube into the sea with twenty-eight galleys. As [his 
forces] made investigations in the [coastal] regions of Anatolia about the affairs of 
the Cossack bandits - who are perpetual pillagers of the lands of Islam - news was 
received that a number of the bandits had gone in front of them and had [already] 
dropped by those places. Because of this, with the guidance and suggestions of 
informers [who are] truthful in assertion, [the fleet] set out <fol. 157b> on the heels 
of the aforementioned accursed ones. Because their Sayqas are not large-bodied and 
are not visible and apparent from a far distance like the galleys of the people of 
Islam, they [are able to] discern the mountain-like galleys of the imperial fleet from 
a place twenty or thirty miles away and turn face to flight [without being observed 

64 Rü-yi deryã, "surface [literally, "face"] of the sea" is interpreted as referring to the open 
sea as opposed to coastal waters where, in fact, the Cossacks were often at an advantage vis-à- 
vis the Ottoman fleet (see Ostapchuk, "Five Documents," pp. 58-59). 
65 I.e., one flotilla to the strait formed by the mouth of the Dnieper estuary used to enter and 
exit the sea by the Zaporozhian Cossacks and a second flotilla to the Strait of Kerö used to enter 
and exit by the Don Cossacks (see the next paragraph). 
66 Eighteen ships, according to Kãtib Celebi, who mentions only Kefe, which is, however, on 
the way to Kerö (Kãtib Celebi, Tuhfet, p. 108). 
67 The qapujï baii (literally, "head gatekeeper"), a member of an elite corps of the palace in 
charge of guarding the outer entrances, also performed special missions, such as going on 
embassies, conveying orders, and acting as an inspector. High officials such as viziers had 
qapujï baiïs at their disposal. 
68 Kãtib Celebi states that the decision to send these two forces was prompted by news that 
Cossack Sayqas were in the vicinity of Kefe and Kerö, and Bali, qapüdan or commander of the 
local Sayqa flotilla of Kili and Aqkermãn, was made serdãr or operational commander of this 
force; Kätib Celebi only mentions Mehemmed Aga as having been sent by 9alfl Pasa to 
accompany Bali's force (Kãtib Celebi, Tuhfet, p. 108). Gazãnãme, while highlighting the pres- 
ence of yalfl Pasa' s man in this force and failing to mention Bali, adds the new information 
that Mehemmed Aga was in charge of the important Danubian Sayqa fleet. 
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first]. To sum up, like foxes fleeing before the male lions, those wicked ones kept to 
a safe and secret place and in what direction they had gone was not known. With 
this state [of affairs], while diligently searching [for the Cossacks], a place called 
Vona Burnì'69 was reached. 

In the course of this time, with the arrival with felicity of his majesty - the felici- 
tous padishah of the seat of Jemsìd70 - to near Kili, a high order of his [majesty] 
reached [Halïl Pa§a and the main fleet] saying, "with all speed come to the imperial 
army." Therefore he was required to turn toward and set out for the aforementioned 
place [i.e., Kili] in compliance with the high firman of his [majesty]. While he was 
returning the grace and spiritual guidance of the Creator aided him.71 

At that instant news came from his qapujï baSi' Mehemmed Aga, whom his 
[excellency Halïl Pasa] had appointed as commander at the mouth of the Dnieper: 
"The measures and preparations undertaken earlier by his [excellency] are producing 
results. Fleeing before them [i.e., the main fleet of Halïl Pasa] on the open sea, the 
Cossacks knew all along about our affairs. <fol. 158a> They had obtained the 
knowledge that we [i.e., the forces of Mehemmed Aga] are at sea [near Ozi]. It is 
likely that they threw their souls toward the vicinity of Özi, saying, 

* before we 

69 Burun means "nose, cape." Vona Burnì" is a cape west of Ordu (nearly halfway from Sam- 
sun to Trabzon [Trebizond]). 
/u Jemsìd, or as in this manuscript, Jem, was an ancient Persian king often confused, accord- 
ing to Steingass, with Solomon and Alexander the Great (F. Steingass, A Comprehensive 
Persian-English Dictionary . . . [London, 1892], pp. 369-70, 371). 
71 Kãtib Celebi reports that tfalfl Pasa set out from the Kili Strait for the Anatolian coast with 
twenty-eight galleys on 27 rejeb 1030/17 June 1621, upon learning that a large fleet of forty 
Cossack Sayqas had gone there. Crossing the sea in four or five nights, he arrived in Sinop to 
learn that nine Sayqas were in the harbor of Gerze (about 20 km south) with two captured ships. 
Although a force was sent there immediately, the Cossacks escaped to sea. The fleet's only 
accomplishment was to free a ship that had run aground after its crew fled out of fear of the 
Cossacks. After traversing the coast in stormy seas for ten to fifteen days without gaining any 
news of the Cossacks, yalfl Pasa returned to Kili on 19 Sa* ban 1030/9 July 1621 (Kãtib Celebi, 
Tuhfet, p. 108). The two ships captured by these Cossacks may relate to an incident reported 
only by a certain Szachiewski, a Polish noble who had fled Ottoman captivity, in which some 
Ottoman ships sent in search of Cossacks were attacked and defeated as they approached 
Trabzon (Zerela, 8, no. 145, p. 227). This may have been the same Cossack party that unsuc- 
cessfully attacked Rize (see fh. 94). Here Gazãnãme fails to mention several other Cossack 
raids that occurred in the meantime. First, according to a dispatch by de Cesy from 17 June, in 
recent days sixteen Sayqas raided the entrance to the Bosporus, reaching the so-called column 
of Pompei off-shore from Rumeli Feneri, and destroying several karamürsels (small seagoing 
craft, primarily used to carry cargo) and villages, which caused a great panic in the Pera and 
Qãsimpasa districts of Istanbul {Histórica Russiae, 2, p. 414). Second, according to Kãtib 
Celebi, on 1 Sa' ban 1030/21 June 1621, the day that yalïl Pa§a arrived at Sinop with the main 
fleet, sixty Zaporozhian and Don Cossack Sayqas rendezvoused near Misivri and from there 
proceeded to attack nearby Ahyolï, destroying its dock or port (iskele) (Kãtib Celebi, Fezleke, 
1, p. 404; idem, Tuhfet, p. 108). Third, according to a certain Worocki, a Polish noble who 
escaped Ottoman captivity, sometime in late May or early June galleys transporting siege artil- 
lery, ammunition, and food supplies to Aqkermän were overcome by the Zaporozhians (accord- 
ing to the same source, soon thereafter the Cossacks attacked Istanbul and its suburb of Gaiata; 
this claim is not corroborated by the other sources; Zerela, 8, no. 144, p. 225). Note that while 
the raid on Ahyolï is covered in Fezleke, there is no mention of it in Zafernãme', hence Fezleke 
is not completely dependent on Zafernãme for the events of the Xotyn' war. 
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return, they [i.e., the Ottoman forces] will set out for and hasten to the mouth of the 
Dnieper to hunt for our throats.'72 [However] these miserable ones were unwary for 
the following reason: When the prey-seeking hawks of experience and the hunters 
who are masters of quick understanding gain news of a great number of foxes73 and 
bears in a valley, do they attack and do they make a rush upon them without first 
blocking the paths and passages in that valley that are the places of flight with rows 
of royal falcons who throw down [their] prey, and without preparing and placing 
rows of hunters who are unequaled and unsurpassed in the agreed places where the 
paths and fords of the game that is experienced with [being] hunted are [found]?" 
To sum up, while the Sayqas that were previously sent to the mouth of the Dnieper 
along with the aforementioned Mehemmed Aga were present and ready in the 
opportune [position] for ambush, guarding and looking for news of the bandits from 
every direction, the twenty infidel Sayqas that were fleeing before the imperial fleet 
intended to enter the mouth of the Dnieper without knowing about these [extensive] 
preparations. As they approached, these [awaiting forces] attacked at the first instant 
and by the grace of God - be He exalted - they captured all of them.74 

With the reporting of their seizing and capturing them, <fol. 158b> his excel- 
lency, the aforesaid vizier, sent a message saying, "quickly take the [Cossack] 
Sayqas with all the captives (esïr) and arrive [here]." In accordance with [these] 
instructions they made their way toward the aforesaid vizier.75 When this news, 

72 Here there is a play on two meanings of bogar, "throat" and "strait," as in Özi Bogazï, 
"Dnieper Strait," (i.e., mouth of the Dnieper). 
73 Here Es'ad Efendi ms, fol. 1 37b, and Vienna MS, fol. 23 Ib, also have ve hük, "and hogs." 
74 According to Kãtib Celebi, those Cossacks engaged near Ozi were from the same raiding 
party that earlier attacked Ahyolï. Even before the encounter at Özi, they were scattered by a 
strong head wind, losing nineteen Sayqas. In this chronicle the remaining Sayqas encountered 
qapüdän Bali's force (see fh. 68) as they were passing through the Dnieper estuary on their 
way home, with a stiff battle ensuing. After the Özi governor-general, Mahmud Beg, arrived, 
twenty-one of the Cossack Sayqas were captured (Kãtib Celebi, Tuhfet, p. 108; the printed edi- 
tion of Kãtib Celebi's naval history has twenty-one Sayqas, but, for example, a manuscript of 
the naval history in the Topkapi Sarayi Library [Revan 1190, fol. 96] gives twenty Sayqas, 
which agrees with Gazãnãme). Zafernãme and Fezleke relate, with a few variations, basically 
the same version of events, stressing that a large battle occurred near Özi. However, in these 
sources the Özi governor-general is Hiiseyn Beg and eighteen Sayqas are captured (Zafer-nâme, 
pp. 29-30, 57-59; Kãtib Celebi, Fezleke, 1, pp. 405-6). According to Zafernãme, at about 
this time there was also an encounter with Cossacks in the Bosporus (Qara Deñiz Bogazï, 
"Black Sea Strait") in which five Sayqas were captured and their Cossacks executed {Zafer- 
nâme, p. 60). Although these encounters are not dated, they must have occurred in the middle 
of July - after $alfl Pasa returned to Kili (9 July; see fh. 71) and before the captured Cossacks 
were brought to Kili (15 July; see below). Apparently the Ottoman sources do not give the full 
story about these encounters for, according to a report by a Polish spy who passed through Kili 
on 11 July, at that time the Cossacks, using eighteen decoy Sayqas made of reeds, lured 150 
Ottoman Sayqas sent against them by yalíl Pasa into reed-filled shallow waters and overcame 
them there (Zerela, 8, no. 146, p. 228). 
/J According to the chronicle ot Katib Celebi, upon receiving news ot the success at Ozi, 
9alfl Pasa sent his second-in-command, the ketfyiida of the Istanbul naval arsenal, Ahmed Aga, 
with six galleys to the forces at Özi. On 25 Sa' ban 1030/15 July 1621 Ahmed Aga, qapüdän 
Bali, and the Özi governor-general, Mahmud Beg, arrived at Kili, bringing the twenty-one (or 
twenty, see fh. 74) captured Sayqas, more than 200 captured Cossacks, and up to 300 Cossack 
heads (Kãtib Celebi, Tuhfet, p. 108). 
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which is a sign of the good, reached the imperial knowledge of the padishah and was 
presented to the sublime threshold of the shah of shahs [i.e., also reported to the 
Porte], the ultimate level of rejoicing and delight76 occurred. A copy of the noble 
writing (hatt-i Serif)11 on this matter that his [majesty] ordered to be sent to his 
excellency, the vizier - who has the judgment of Asaph78 - is reproduced here: "Oh 
you who are my vizier, my qapüdan, you, Halfl Pasa, let this be known: your ser- 
vice and freedom from disgrace in the Black Sea for the sake of my imperial cause 
has come to my imperial knowledge - may you be joyous. Upon the arrival of my 
noble writing, without tarrying or resting for a moment or an hour you are to reach 
within three or four days the glory of my noble presence at the place on the bank of 
the Danube where a bridge has been erected. It is necessary that you come while I 
am still here, so do not be negligent." To break off any of his [excellency's] own 
sudden individual inspirations,79 here are the words of felicity of his [majesty's] 
wonders, which his [majesty] wrote with a blessed reed pen [that produces] auspi- 
cious characters: "You who are the qapudãn, do not tarry for a moment <fol. 159a> 
and do not be negligent in coming to the shores of the Danube, also taking the Cos- 
sack bandits who are captives there."80 

Therefore his excellency, the vizier - who is the master of organization - set out 
from the place named Kili together with the imperial fleet and moved in the direc- 
tion of the bridge put up in Isaqjï for the passage of the armies of Islam, which was 
the place of the erecting of the tents of the imperial army and the station81 of the 
assembling of the armies of the padishah of the inhabited quarter [of the earth]. At 
that time the mentioned Mehemmed Aga came with the mentioned twenty infidel 
Sayqas, with all the seized Cossack bandits inside them, and with the Danubian 
Sayqas, and approached the aforesaid vizier, [while his forces] entered the imperial 
fleet. With this renown and pomp the ships of the imperial fleet came to places near 
the imperial army. As [Mehemmed Aga and Halfl PasVs forces] became visible and 
apparent along with this type of ship82 of the miserable infidel [i.e., the Cossack 
Sayqas], the effects of all sorts of celebrations and [expressions] of joyfulness by the 
armies of glorious victories that were camping on both sides of the Danube became 
visible - the sound of earthquake-discharging83 cannons and muskets fired from the 

76 Mahzüz, should read mahzüz (as in Es'ad Efendi ms, fol. 138a, and Vienna MS, fol. 232a). 
77 Hatt-i Serif (or hatt-i hümäyün, as below, fol. 161a) refers to a document (usually an order) 
or a passage in a document written by the hand of the sultan. 
/ö Legend had it that Asaph was a sage who was the vizier or secretary of Solomon; hence 
Asaph connotes the proverbial wise counselor (Steingass, Persian-English Dictionary, p. 69; 
Redhouse, A Turkish and English Lexicon, p. 129). 
79 Undoubtably a reference to JJalïl Pasa's earlier unauthorized departure from the Danube in 
search of Cossacks on the Anatolian coast (fol. 157a- 157b). 
8U Onda eslr olan qazaq eSqlyãsí, "the Cossack bandits who are captives there," in Es'ad 
Efendi ms, fol. 138a, and Vienna ms, fol. 232b; Revan ms lacks eslr: onda olan qazaq eSqïyasï, 
"the Cossack bandits who are there." 
81 Menzil, a halting-place for the army, where supplies were prepared beforehand. 
82 Sayqa in Vienna MS, fol. 233a. 
OJ Read endaz, throwing, discharging, as in bs ad btendi MS, rol. 13öb, and Vienna MS, rol. 
233b, rather than endãr as in Revan MS. 
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two sides made the edifice of the celestial sphere move about.84 
His majesty, the felicitous padishah - whose dignity is as exalted as the 

heavens - <fol. 159b> and the shah of shahs - who is as powerful as JemSïd - 
looked out of his [majesty's] pavilion - which is [as large as] the girth of the 
heavens - that was erected at the head of the bridge. Because of this conquest his 
[majesty's] gracious thoughts gladdened to the highest degree and cheerfulness 
came forth and unbounded joy surged. To his excellency, the aforesaid brave vizier, 
he sent a qayi'q. Because his [majesty] made an order that the seized infidel fctyqas 
be brought to a place close to the imperial tent, which was on the edge of the waters 
of the Danube, the illustrious order of his [majesty] was obeyed and the imperial 
approval was conformed to. As those swine - who were deserving of destruction - 
were brought opposite that furious lion who seizes the enemy, they stirred up his 
[majesty's] emotion of anger and rage and raised the waves of the sea of his 
[majesty's] anxiety. Because of this, he desired the execution of those accursed 
ones in various ways and to make thereby a spectacle and diversion. Some of them 
were set on fire back in their own ships [i.e., Cossack Sayqas], Atop the flowing 
water occurred a show of hellish fire. Some of them were tied between the sea 
dragon-like ships [i.e., the galleys] and the parts of their bodies were separated from 
one another and turned into food for the schools of fish. As for others, they had their 
punishment meted out on the shore of the water - their principal members85 were 
crushed under the feet of enraged elephants and their wicked souls <fol. 160a> were 
dispatched86 to the fire of hell. Thereafter, some of the violence of the rage of the 
padishah, whose gravity is as that of the revolving celestial sphere, found calm.87 

In recompense for this service [i.e., delivering the Cossacks and aiding in the 
executions], [the sultan] performed various observances of respect to his excellency, 

84 Jevvãl, "moving about, migrating, wandering." Vienna MS, fol. 229a, has instead, devvãr, 
"revolving, rotating." 
85 A'za-yi re'ïse probably refers to protruding appendages of the body - arms, legs, heads, 
and perhaps penes and testicles. Cf. the definition in Steingass: "The principal members, the 
vital parts (the heart, brain, liver, testicles)" (Steingass, Persian-English Dictionary, p. 75). 
86 Peyvest it-, literally, "reunited." 
87 In Zafernãme and Kãtib Celebi, Fezleke, ten captured Cossacks were dispatched to the sul- 
tan immediately after the battle for execution in various ways; thereafter, the same triumphant 
arrival and celebrations at the sultan's camp (with eighteen Cossack Sayqas and 200 Cossacks) 
are related. The mass execution scene is basically the same with a few variations: along with 
mention of crushing by elephants and tearing apart by the galleys (the latter applied to apo- 
states from Islam, according to Kãtib Celebi, Fezleke), also mentioned are the beheading of 
some before the sultan, the cutting in half at the waist or impaling on hooks of others, and the 
shooting with their own arrows of yet others (Zafer-nâme, pp. 29-30; Kãtib Celebi, Fezleke, 1, 
p. 406). In his naval history, Kãtib Celebi glosses over the details of the execution scene, stat- 
ing only that the Cossacks from the captured Sayqas were turned over to the sultan at Isaqji and 
put to death by various torments (Kätib Celebi, Tuhfet, p. 108). The cruelty of these executions, 
which should be viewed in the context of comparable cruelty by the Cossacks in the course of 
their raids, indicates the degree to which the Cossack menace annoyed the Ottomans. 
Zafernãme and both of Kãtib Celebi 's works give the same date, 5 ramazãn 1030/24 July 
1621, for the arrival of these captives at the sultan's camp (Zafer-nâme, p. 29; Kãtib Celebi, 
Fezleke, 1, p. 406; and idem, Tuhfet, p. 108). Several Polish sources confirm the presence of 
four elephants in the sultan's train (Zerela, 8, no. 144, p. 226, no. 147, p. 234). 
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the aforesaid vizier.88 Then he himself, with his good fortune and felicity, set about 
departing for the Polish campaign. He assigned the vizier - who is the equal of 
Asaph - to the defense of the bridge and to the business of the fortress, of which the 
building anew at Isaqjï was ordered.89 

By the wisdom of the Creator, his majesty, the padishah - who is refuge to the 
world and exalted in stature as Jemsìd - set out from the bridge.90 As his [majesty] 
went one day's march to the other side [of the Danube, news came that] Mehemmed 
Pa§a, who had earlier been separated out from the imperial fleet and sent with 
twenty galleys to the Strait of Kerõ, which is the passage of the Don Cossacks, 
encountered eighteen Dnieper Cossack [i.e., Zaporozhian]91 fayqas that were fleeing 
for their lives toward the Strait of Kerë out of fear of the imperial fleet.92 By the 
grace of God - be He exalted - the confounded accursed ones were given a huge 
defeat and all of them were captured. He came to his excellency, the vizier [i.e, 
Halïl Pa§a], who is the master of organization, with in excess of four or five hundred 
live infidels. As they [i.e., Mehemmed Pa§a and Halïl Pa§a] came together at the 
head of the bridge, they at once set out and brought all the Cossack bandits that they 
had brought to the felicitous <fol. 160b> padishah. One station beyond [the 
Danube] they delivered [the captives] to the imperial army. For this reason both the 
sovereign - who is as powerful as Jemsìd - and the entirety of the armies - whose 
habits are victory - were delighted and made celebrations and rejoicings. All of the 
accursed captured Cossacks were brought to the lofty presence of his [majesty] with 

88 More specifically, flalfl Pasa and others were honored with ceremonial robes (the tyVat 
ceremony) {Zafer-nâme, p. 29; Kãtib Celebi, Fezjeke, 1, p. 406). The '}ilat ceremony is 
described in more detail on foi. 162a. Gazãnãme omits an embarrassing incident in which 
yalfl Pasa' s qayïq tipped over between the bridge supports, spilling him and his entourage into 
the water and drowning three men (Kãtib Celebi, Fezleke, 1, p. 406). In relation to this or 
another incident, a Polish spy reported that around 14 July a span of the bridge collapsed and 
six cannons and two hundred oxen drowned; according to him, some of those involved in the 
construction of the bridge were punished by impalement (Zerela, 8, no. 146, p. 228). 
89 Zafernäme acclaims the properties of the planned fortress, mentioning its riverside loca- 
tion, many towers, and mosque, and describes some of the activities of the architects and 
engineers involved in its construction (Zafer-nâme, pp. 72-75; the fortress construction is also 
mentioned in Kãtib Celebi, Tuhfet, p. 109). 
90 10 ramazän 1030/29 July 1621 {Zafer-nâme, p. 76). 
91 In Vienna ms, fol. 234b, there is a blank where the number of Sayqas should be written and 
instead of "Dnieper Cossacks" {Özi qazagï), "Don Cossacks" {Ten qazagï) is written. As the 
other two manuscripts have Özi, it is likely that, as elsewhere in Vienna ms (see fhs. 62, 63, 82, 
84, 95), this is an example of the "hyper-correctness" of this manuscript's copyist: i.e., he 
altered the text from Özi to Ten in order to put it in line with the first part of the sentence where 
the Don Cossacks are mentioned in connection with the Strait of Kerë (see fn. 92). 
v/ When their usual routes of return were inaccessible, the Zaporozhian Cossacks would often 
head for the Sea of Azov and take refuge with the Don Cossacks or seek to reach the Dnieper 
River basin by portaging from the river system connected to the Sea of Azov (Beauplan, 
Description, p. 466). However, even without an emergency, these Zaporozhians may have 
been returning to the Don River from where they had originally set out: in these years many 
Zaporozhians carried out raids from the Don because of repressions against them in the Com- 
monwealth (see Ostapchuk, "Ottoman Black Sea Frontier"). 
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their hands bound. Of eight or nine hundred Cossacks,93 not one of them was left 
alive. They were made prey to the saber and destroyed by the sword of perdition. 
In recompense for this admirable service, too, his [majesty] became proud and 
honored and distinguished the enemy-seizing vizier with all sorts of favors and con- 
siderations. Then he started off from that station with every sort of pomp and gran- 
deur and set out toward the enemy.94 

With this, his excellency, the aforesaid vizier of keen judgment, returned to the 
service of defending the bridge to which his [majesty] had appointed him and he 
stayed at the aforementioned place until the return again of his majesty, the padishah 
of Islam and the caesar of slaves. Night and day he was not absent or free from ser- 
vice and, unlike others, he was not a comfortable and reposed slave. His being, in 
every way earnest and diligent in the services of the sovereign, <fol. 161 a> became 
[a part of] the imperial knowledge and reported [news] of his majesty, the padishah, 
who is the refuge of the world. Because of this, his [majesty's] imperial writing, full 
of courteous phrases, was sent from the [sultan's] camp [at Xotyn'] to display favor 
toward him [i.e., Halfl Pa§a]. It is registered and displayed here: "You who are my 
vizier and my qapüdän, Halli Pasa, since I [last] honored you with my noble saluta- 

93 Sekiz toqui yüz qazaqdan, "of eight or nine hundred Cossacks" is omitted in Vienna ms, 
fol. 235a. 
94 Kãtib Celebi gives a slightly different version under the heading, "the battle of Taman'" 
(Taman' [Taman or Taman in Ottoman], a town on the Strait of Kerö, opposite the town of 
Kerö). Mehemmed Pasa with his eighteen galleys surprised the Cossacks who were in two 
large karamürsels (see fh. 71) they had captured and to which they had transferred after a large 
head wind had broken up their boats. After a great battle lasting four or five hours, they were 
overcome, and 292 Cossacks were taken alive, of which 200 were put to the sword. The sur- 
viving captives and the heads of the executed were brought to the main fleet at Isaqjï. There 
the remaining Cossacks were executed and those responsible for the victory were rewarded 
with ceremonial robes. No specific date is given for this episode, other than an indication that 
it was prior to 5 ramazãn/24 July when the first presentation of captured Cossacks to the sultan 
was made following the encounter near Özi (see fh. 87). Accordingly, the episode near Taman' 
must have happened at approximately the same time or shortly after the one at Özi (Kãtib 
Celebi, Tuhfet, p. 109). On 18 August the French ambassador reported that twenty galleys sent 
by the qapüdän paia engaged sixteen or seventeen Cossack boats in a battle in which "the 
Turks lost as as much as they gained." The survivers were brought to the sultan, who killed 
some by his own hand while others were crushed by elephants, quartered by galleys, and the 
rest buried alive (Histórica Russiae, 2, p. 415). An apparently delayed report (2 October 1621) 
from the nuncio in Venice, relaying a dispatch from Istanbul, relates a battle of the galleys with 
twenty Cossack boats, with high mortality on both sides, which brought the Ottomans a great 
number of prisoners. By order of the sultan, the latter were executed by arrows, burning, quar- 
tering, and inhumation (Litterae nuntiorum, 4, no. 1527, p. 38). Note that these two dispatches 
bear features of both the incident involving Mehemmed Aga (see above, esp. fh. 68) and 
Mehemmed Pasa as related in the Ottoman sources. This Cossack flotilla returning from Ana- 
tolia may or may not have been the same as one occurring in the Muscovite diplomatic sources: 
a force of 1 ,300 Don Cossacks and 400 Zaporozhians set out in the spring for Anatolia, unsuc- 
cessfully attacked Rize, lost many boats in a storm on their return; twenty-seven galleys that 
were in pursuit caught up with the survivors and defeated them; only three hundred Cossacks 
returned to the Don (Tureckie dela, cited in Istoriëeskoe opisanie zemli Vojska Donskogo, vol. 
1 [Novocerkassk, 1869], pp. 156-57). 
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tions,95 [you should know that] your letter arrived at the high threshold [i.e., the 
Porte] and whatever presentation and communication was made, it became [part of] 
my imperial knowledge. May you be joyous. Also, hereafter, let me see how much 
attention you pay to the service to which you are appointed and do [continue] the 
good defense of the bridge, [constantly] look out toward the sea with all eyes and 
ears, and expend your best possible effort and pay great attention in the matter of the 
defense and protection of the lands of Islam from the enemies and most evil ones. 
In essence, do not be absent from defending and protecting in all four directions. 
The grace of my esteem and my benediction is with you. May the Lord - be He 
exalted - be your abettor and helper in [these] works. You have communicated that 
sixty96 Sayqas have appeared on the sea. You reported, saying, 

* should I myself set 
out upon them or, if not, should I send someone else?' <fol. 161b> For your going 
out, I have no consent; you are not to depart from guarding the bridge. Look into 
[this matter] well and in order at last to repulse the accursed ones, send out a capable 
veteran.97 And make the qãymaqãm and the bõstãnjí bas"?* in Istanbul aware so that 
they properly defend those regions [i.e., the Bosporus]." 

A little while later his majesty, that padishah99 - who is like Ferïdûn100 in 
pomp - and that shah of shahs - who is like Solomon in dignity - with felicity and 
good fortune returned from the campaign.101 When his [majesty] came to the head of 

95 This clause (selãm-i Serifüm ile müSerref oldugumdan soma) seems awkward in this sen- 
tence; it is omitted in Vienna MS, fol. 236a. 
96 Elli altmi'S, "fifty or sixty" in Vienna MS, fol. 236a. 
y/ In Kãtib Celebi, while $alfl PaSa was defending the bridge and constructing the new for- 
tress at Isaqjï, news arrived that forty Sayqas had entered the sea from the Dnieper. JJalïl Pasa 
sent out the governor of the Morea, ' Abdï Beg, with ten galleys (presumably the auxiliary gal- 
leys based in the Aegean that were assigned to the Black Sea that year; see fh. 61). 'Abdï Beg 
set out on 28 Sevvãl 1030/15 September 1621, and, after passing the Strait of Kili and 
Aqkermãn, he learned that twenty-six Sayqas with a captured ship were lying in anchor at the 
island of Tendra (near the mouth of the Dnieper). When attacked, the Cossacks hugged the 
shallow waters (where they were inaccesible to the larger Ottoman ships) and waited until 
nightfall when they were able to escape, despite having suffered heavy losses from artillery fire 
by the Ottoman ships (on the shallow waters of Tendra and the strategic importance of the 
island to the Cossacks, see Ostapchuk, "Five Documents," p. 61). Within seven days 'Abdï 
Beg returned to the main fleet on the Danube (Kãtib Celebi, Tuhfet, p. 109). 
98 Qãymaqãm, "locum tenens," a vizier acting as caretaker in Istanbul when the grand vizier 
was off on campaign; bõstãnjí bas"i' a high palace official in charge of the sultan's imperial 
guard and whose duties included policing the shores and waters of the Bosporus. None of the 
Ottoman sources divulge the predicament of the qãymaqãm and bõstãnjí bas"i. According to de 
Cesy, they were left with only three ships to guard the city and were forced to levy its citizens, 
commandeer private boats, and assemble a makeshift flotilla (on one occasion this flotilla 
avoided engaging sixteen Cossack boats at the entrance to Bosporus, even though half of the 
Cossacks were ashore pillaging a village) {Histórica Russiae, 2, p. 414). 
" Kevan ms nas a scnoai error, pasan; ci. paaisan in ts aa menai ms, toi. i^ua, ana Vienna 
ms, fol. 236b. 
loo Fendim was an ancient Persian king and descendent of Jemsld (see fh. 70). 
101 It is interesting that there is no reference to the actual outcome of the Xotyn' campaign. 
Although neither side vanquished the other, that this sultanic campaign brought the Ottomans 
no gains, coupled with the heavy losses suffered, meant that it was a disastrous failure and led 
to the dethronement and murder of 'Osmãn II. Because of the ambiguous outcome of the 
conflict, with the help of poetic license its interpretation in the Ottoman sources has been vari- 
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the bridge he saw that, as he had ordered the aforesaid vizier, he had persisted in the 
service of defense, and that his defending and protecting had, with blessings [of 
God], made the subjects [re'aya] of the land safe and sound from the wickedness of 
the enemies of the faith.102 The imperial heart, which is connected with victory, 
bloomed and blossomed [with gladness] and his [majesty's] good will and favors 
directed at the reliable vizier multiplied a hundredfold. Cheerful and joyful, that 
most glorious padishah <fol. 162a> placed his foot of magnificence and 
greatness - [which is like that of] the swift horse of the celestial sphere - at the head 
of the bridge of sturdy construction - which, from the point of view of its perfection 
of height, did not bow to the vault of heaven and over which, if the camels of the 
celestial sphere had passed, they would not have touched or collided with one 
another [within] its extremities and its breadth - and proudly raised his head high 
before that bridge of heaven-like semblance. At that moment the aforesaid vizier 
placed his forehead in supplication to the imperial foot of his [majesty] and took a 
step toward the brocade and velvet of the highest quality, which were wider than 
[blank] endãzes,103 [that were] in front of his [majesty], the twin brother of felicity. 
When the honorable padishah, who treats kindly his slaves, witnessed this degree of 
selfless bravery of his [excellency], the aforesaid vizier, he displayed and made pub- 
lic all the various private favors that he was worthy of and he gloried in and dis- 
tinguished him among [his] peers with magnificent favors. After this, one day 
before the day in which his own [i.e., the sultan's] troops were to turn toward and set 
out with felicity in the direction of the gate around which good fortune turns [i.e., 
Istanbul], he granted the aforesaid slave of his [majesty] permission to return 
together with the imperial fleet.104 They returned in the direction of the threshold of 

ous. While the chronicler Topèì'lar Kãtibi devotes a great deal of attention to the logistics of 
the campaign - similarly to Gazãnãme - he brushes over the actual events at Xotyn' in one 
clause: "the felicitous padishah, upon returning in felicity with the armies of Islam from the 
Polish campaign. . ." (Topèìlar Kãtibi, Veqayï-i tarïhiyye, fols. 334b -335a). On the other 
hand, the author of Zafernãme and, following him, Kãtib Celebi, both of whom could not avoid 
dealing with the actual events at Xotyn', were able by selective reporting to present these 
events positively. 
102 Perhaps, in addition to the above encounters with the Cossacks, this is a muted reference 
to an apparently serious and probably embarrassing incident reported by the nuncio at the Porte 
but not explicitly referred to in the Ottoman sources. Sometime in September, eighty Cossack 
Sayqas attacked the Danube bridge, and the qapüdän paia with forty galleys was able to repel 
them only after a two-hour battle (dispatch from Istanbul, 25 September 1621, Diplomatarium 
Italicum, no. 165, pp. 217-18; cited by Berindei, "La Porte ottomane," p. 289; also in Litterae 
Nuntiorum, 4, no. 1521, p. 33). Another setback around this time was the interception by the 
Cossacks of karamürseh with munitions and supplies for the army (dispatch of 30 October by 
the nuncio in Venice, Diplomatarium Italicum, no. 172, p. 224; Litterae Nuntiorum, 4, no. 
1531, pp. 39-40). 
ïy)i A measure of length of about 65 cm (cf. "A Turkish cloth measure of about twenty-six 
inches," Redhouse, A Turkish and English Lexicon, p. 216). In all three manuscripts there is a 
blank before this measure, that is, where the number of enaazes would be indicated. 
104 The sources do not give the exact dates for 'Osman II's return to or yalîl Pasa's departure 
from Isaqjï. However, according to Kãtib Celebi, by 22 zü'1-hijje 1030/7 November 1621, 
tfalfl Pasa stopped at the Strait of Sülüniye (Sulina, a town on the middle mouth of the 
Danube) (Kãtib Celebi, Tuhfet, p. 109). 
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felicity and that winter [Halfl Pasa] wintered in the abode of the sultanate, Istan- 
bul.105 

105 Gazãnãme fails to mention that the return trip was not without incident. Because of the 
lateness of the season (traditionally the fleet was to be back in its home port by the Rüz-i 
Qãsím, or St. Demetrius's Day [26 October O.S., in the seventeenth century, 5 November 
N.S.]), the fleet encountered an early winter storm that caused the damage and loss of some of 
the ships. As a result, the fleet was separated into three parts and its ships straggled into Istan- 
bul over a twenty-day period. Kãtib Celebi criticizes the handling of the return of the fleet, 
enjoining that in such situations it is imperative to have on board persons competent in sailing 
and harboring during storms (Kãtib Celebi, Tuhfet, p. 109). 
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